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There is one chance to avert war.Read the first book in Jay Allan’s blockbuster Blood on the

Stars series.A duel, in the deepest darks, a savage fight between two veteran warriors, two

captains, two heroes.An epic battle that only one can survive. A fight to determine if there is

peace, or a bloody war where billions will die.The Confederation battleship Dauntless has

spent ten months patrolling the border, alone, watching for an attack from the enemy Union.

The crew is exhausted, and the aging vessel needs repairs.The fleet is mobilized, ready for the

war it knows is coming. The forward bases are overloaded beyond capacity, and Dauntless is

sent clear across the Confederation, to a base along the peaceful and sleepy sector known as

the Far Rim.But the quiet frontier isn’t quite what it seems, and a distress call from a mining

colony at the edge of Confederation space, sends Captain Tyler Barron and his ship forward

into the unknown.Barron and his crew have their ship—and each other—but they can expect

no reinforcements. His superiors believe that Union deceit is at play, that the attack is merely a

diversion, intended to draw Confederation forces from the disputed border. Their orders are

clear: no ships will be transferred from the main front. Stopping whatever is happening on the

Far Rim is Barron’s responsibility, and his alone.Barron is the grandson of the Confederation’s

greatest hero, and his name has always carried great privilege, along with crushing

responsibility. Now he must prove that he has inherited more than just a name from his famous

ancestor.He must face the enemy, and win the victory.Before the Confederation is caught

between two enemies and destroyed."Allan strikes gold with his first novel in the Blood on the

Stars series. Marines fighting on the ground and spacers slugging it out in the inky blackness

of deep space, it doesn't get much more exciting.” – Ebook Tops ReviewStart the series

readers are calling, “a complicated, detailed, and compelling story,” and “a rich and satisfying

experience.”All the Blood in the Stars Series are available on Ebook Tops and in Kindle

Unlimited.Book 1: Duel in the DarkBook 2: Call to ArmsBook 3: Ruins of EmpireBook 4:

Echoes of GloryBook 5: Crucible of FireBook 6: DauntlessBook 7: The White FleetBook 8:

Black DawnBook 9: InvasionBook 10: NightfallBook 11: The Grand AllianceBook 12: The

Colossus



Duel in the DarkBlood on the Stars IJay AllanCopyright © 2016 Jay Allan BooksAll Rights

ReservedDuel in the DarkThe Confederation battleship Dauntless has spent ten months

patrolling the border, alone, watching for an attack from the enemy Union. Her crew is

exhausted and the aging vessel needs repairs. With the fleet mobilized, and the forward bases

overloaded beyond capacity, she is sent clear across the Confederation, to a base along the

peaceful and sleepy sector known as the Rim. But the quiet frontier isn't what it seems, and

when a distress call is received from a mining colony at the edge of Confederation space,

Captain Tyler Barron must take Dauntless forward into the unknown.ContentsThe Crimson
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on TwitterFollow my blog atChapter OneExcerpt from Kimball’s The Rise and Fall of

CivilizationThe Cataclysm wasn’t a single event, and it didn’t take place all at once. Wars,

corruption, rogue politicians, complacent populations…all played their part in the final

catastrophe. But when the end came, it came quickly. The inner worlds—those closest to the

imperial capital, the oldest and richest—fell the farthest and the fastest. Most of them are

lifeless ruins today, surrounding the haunted remains of mankind’s birthplace.It was out on the

fringes that some semblance of civilization survived, and it was there that mankind began to

rebuild. The first century AC was dominated by the growth of individual worlds that had

preserved at least some level of the earlier technology. These planets were able to grow

quickly into interstellar nations, using their science to entice—or coerce—their neighbors to join

them.The rising nations grew along the surviving Schwerin transit lines. Where the transwarp

links still existed, communications, trade—and war—could move from system to system. Little

is known of the worlds whose transwarp lines were destroyed in the Cataclysm, save for the

occasional radio signal attesting that some people survive there, outside the functional

transport system. How many of those planets have slid fully into barbarism, or extinction, and

how many continue to rebuild, to grow, trapped in their solar systems, remains a

mystery.Mankind’s rise from the Cataclysm has been as violent and warlike as his slide into

destruction. There are a few bright spots, like the Confederation, which offers some level of

freedom to its inhabitants. But most humans who survive in the centuries after the Cataclysm

live under despots and oligarchies, and few know any level of liberty. And everywhere, the

nascent nations are at war, struggling for worlds, power, tech…pushing ever closer back to the

brink.AS VindictusApproaching Heliopolis, Steggus IIAlliance Year 58 (307 AC)Vindictus shook

hard, the bridge lights flickering for an instant.Katrine Rigellus stared straight ahead, paying no



mind to the beating her ship was taking. At least none that her crew could see.Another hit, a

bad one this time…She could imagine the impact on her ship’s hull, the massive heat from the

deadly blast, Vindictus’s armor melting, buckling, space ripping into the compromised

compartments below. Men and women dying, incinerated by the heat of the plasmas or sucked

out into space through great rents in the hull.The Helian primary batteries were focused

plasma beams, highly advanced weapons, well beyond standard Alliance technology. Gaining

access to the enemy’s science would be as great a spoil as adding a new highly industrialized

world to the Alliance. It was enough reason alone to fight this war. But before the fruits of

victory could be gathered, the Alliance’s warriors would have to run the gauntlet, drive straight

into the teeth of the enemy’s deadly weapons and win the victory.Kat’s body was tense. She

could feel the effects of the stimulant she’d taken before the fighting began, the edginess, the

increased awareness. She’d been in battle before, many times, and it was always the same.

The almost electric feeling as her mind raced, analyzing each bit of information, constantly

moving and reprioritizing her focus.There was something else there too, a feeling that lurked

below the surface, nagging at her but never taking control. It was one she pushed back against,

fought. It had always been there, but it had grown stronger over the years, intensifying with

each promotion, each new mission. Was it fear? Alliance officers weren’t supposed to feel fear.

Or at least they weren’t supposed to admit it, even to themselves. But if it was fear, it was of

failure, not of danger. Kat was ready to die in battle if her time came—it was the way of things—

but the thought of failure, of returning home in disgrace, was too terrible to imagine.The battle

had been fierce, the resistance far stronger than the intel reports had suggested. That was no

surprise to Kat. She tended to have little regard for intelligence officers, less even than was

common among the Alliance military in general. She suspected the image of fearless

operatives risking their lives on missions to gain priceless information was almost a complete

fabrication, an illusion designed to add nobility to a bunch of deck jockeys who spent their time

paying off informants and analyzing communications intercepts, while Palatian men and

women like Kat were on the front lines, fighting like honest warriors. The Alliance was a martial

society through and through, and the Palatians considered themselves the greatest fighters in

the galaxy. As far as Kat was concerned, skulking around in the shadows was beneath the

dignity of a true warrior.Vindictus was in the vanguard of the invasion, tasked along with her

fellow lead vessels with smashing the Helian orbital defenses and securing the way for the

troopships to land on the planet. It was a position of honor, one she knew she should regard

that way. But she had seventeen dead on Vindictus already. She did her duty, always—and she

would give her life in the service if that was her fate—but as she’d grown older and advanced in

rank she’d found herself struggling more with watching the men and women under her

command die. She kept her feelings to herself, of course. Such thoughts would be deemed

signs of weakness, perhaps enough to derail a career that had, to date, been exemplary and

unspotted. Death in battle was the highest honor a Palatian could achieve, and there was no

place in the service for differing points of view.“Engineering reports significant damage to the

outer compartments, Commander, but our major systems remain fully-functional. Several

overloads, but all disabled systems have been rerouted.”Katrine snapped her head toward her

tactical operations officer. Tylian Wentus was Vindictus’s third-in-command, and Kat’s main link

to what was happening on her ship. Alliance protocols were heavily based on the chain of

command, and it was considered beneath a ship commander to issue orders directly, except in

the direst emergencies. She tended to think such practices were pure idiocy, but she was a

creature of duty, and it wasn’t her place to question things.“Very well, Optiomagis. Maintain

course and thrust.”“Yes, Commander.” Wentus’s tone was as sharp and crisp as her own.Kat



turned back toward the main display. She knew her officer well. Very well. They’d even engaged

in a brief fling during their Academy days. It had been little more than recreation, and certainly

nothing she’d consider resuming now that he was under her command. Alliance society tended

to frown on romantic relationships and attachments, viewing them as distractions from duty,

and instead encouraged casual affairs. Sex had its place for relaxation and stress relief

between campaigns—and, of course, for reproduction with genetically-compatible partners—

but it had little place on a ship at war. And petty sentiments had none. Not on a warship. Not

anywhere in Alliance society.Wentus’s service had been exemplary since he’d been assigned

to Vindictus half a year before, but Kat still wondered if her tactical officer harbored any

resentments. They’d graduated in the same class, but Wentus came from normal Citizen stock,

while her family was Patrician. Kat’s father had been a hero, killed heroically in battle, while

Wentus’s parents had been journeyman officers who had served well but achieved little

distinction. The divergence in their career trajectories had been entirely predictable, and while

Kat knew she had earned every promotion and decoration she had received, she questioned

how her old lover saw it from his lower position on the chain of command.Those thoughts were

all secondary, drifting through the back of her mind. Her focus on the battle was unbroken, her

eyes staring right at the main display when the icon representing Draco winked out of

existence.Commander Ellus…his entire crew…Her eyes were locked on the display. Draco had

been one of the lead ships, about fifty thousand kilometers ahead of Vindictus. It had been hit

several times on the approach, and the records showed it had sustained moderate damage in

the long-range missile exchanges, but Kat was stunned the big capital ship had been

destroyed already. Her fingers moved over her controls, pulling up the last data transmitted

from the stricken vessel. It confirmed her suspicions. Something powerful had hit the battleship.

Something unexpected, a weapon strong enough to destroy a capital ship with one shot.So

much for the intelligence services…The Helians were well known for their advanced

technology. Perhaps they had a new weapon, something they’d kept secret. If so, the entire

Alliance fleet was in danger.“Get me Optiomagis Hyllus.” Hyllus was her fighter commander. He

and his four squadrons had launched ten minutes earlier, and they were deployed around

Vindictus in a standard defensive formation. She knew she probably should have passed the

order through Wentus, but she had a bad feeling about what was going on, and she intended

to stay on top of it.“Optiomagis Hyllus on your com line, Commander.”“Optio, I want you to

move your squadrons forward. Scout out the far side of the second moon, and report back

immediately.”“All squadrons, Commander?”“Yes, Optio, all squadrons. Now.”“Yes, Commander.”

Hyllus’s response was hard, disciplined, but she caught a hint of surprise too. Kat knew the

chance she was taking. Without her fighters, or at least a few squadrons on defensive patrol,

her ship would be vulnerable to enemy sorties. The Helians hadn’t shown so much as a single

interceptor yet, but she knew that was only a matter of time. The intelligence reports suggested

there were more than three hundred fighters in the orbital forts, and Kat suspected the true

number was close to double that.But there’s something beyond that moon…“Get me

Commander Quellus.” Her orders to her fighter groups had come close to exceeding her

authority, an act of instinct and not of procedure. That fact hadn’t stopped her, and it didn’t

compel her to cancel the orders. But she had to report it to the commander of the advance

guard.“Commander-Altum Quellus on your com.”“Sir, I believe we have detected something

behind…”She twisted to the side and pulled off her headset as a loud screeching sound blared

through the speakers. Her eyes darted up to the main display, but in her gut she knew what

had happened.She stared at the screen, at the empty spot where Quellus’s flagship had been.

She paused, just for an instant. Then she sprang into action, instinct taking over.“All fighter



squadrons, full thrust. Move around the moon, and engage any enemy vessels or installations.”

She snapped the order toward Wentus, and before he’d even acknowledged, she was

crouched over her small workstation, running a calculation.She looked up a few seconds later.

“Engine room, full thrust now, course 134-67 mark 3.6.” Her eyes darted back to the operations

officer, catching a slight, surprised hesitation. “Now!” she snapped. “Get us around the far side

of that moon!”She reached down, grabbing her restraints and clicking them into place. The rest

of the bridge officers were doing the same. Full thrust meant a rough ride, heavy g-forces,

especially with the radical course change. But Kat knew she had to get around the moon, and

she had to do it from the far side. Before the rest of the fleet advanced into a deathtrap.I just

hope we’re in time…* * *“Julianus is gone too, Commander.” Wentus was having trouble

hiding the concern in his voice. Julianus was the fourth Alliance battleship destroyed. There

was definitely some kind of weapon behind the moon.No, a superweapon…Vindictus’s fighters

had whipped around a few minutes before, but they were cut off from direct communications.

She’d had a passing hope that Hyllus would send one of his birds back with a report, but she

knew it wasn’t possible. The squadrons had been moving fast, and it would take at least five

minutes for one to reverse course and reach clear line of sight to make a transmission—

especially since Vindictus was blasting full toward the other side. Kat wouldn’t know what she

was facing until her ship came around the other side of the moon. In three minutes.She sucked

in a deep breath, a struggle at the high g’s her ship was pulling. She’d had years of training and

experience, but she’d never quite gotten used to being squashed as her ship raced to

battle.“Bring us into orbit, Optio. Snap us around with a gravity assist. I want as much velocity

as we can get as we come to bear.”“Yes, Commander. Adjusting course and thrust.”Kat

nodded, staring ahead, trying to ignore the knot in her gut. This wasn’t her first time leading

Vindictus into battle, certainly, but for the first time she had a feeling the result of the entire

battle rested on her actions.She knew she was acting on her own, without authorization,

without even coordinating with the other ships of the advance guard. But there was no choice,

no time to waste. There were almost a dozen battleships ahead of Vindictus, and they were

heading directly into the enemy kill zone, their velocities too high to allow a course change in

time. If she didn’t succeed, the Helians would hand the Alliance the worst defeat in its sixty-

year history.“Ninety seconds, Commander.”Kat sat still, waiting. She could see the moon on the

scanner, close now, Vindictus swinging around barely five hundred kilometers from the surface.

The grav assist was a difficult maneuver, especially when it took a ship this close, but she was

confident her people could handle it.“All weapons, prepare to fire as soon as we come

around…” She didn’t have a target yet, but she was confident there would be one. And

whatever it was, it had to be destroyed.“All primary batteries charged and ready to fire,

Commander. Torpedo tubes loaded and armed.”Her eyes darted back to the main screen. The

icons representing the fleet were still there, but they had hazy circles around them, the

computer’s way of indicating the information displayed was historical, that no new scanning

data was coming in. The moon was between Vindictus and her fellow Alliance vessels. She

and her people were on their own.“One minute.”The bridge was silent. Kat knew her people

knew what to do. They were veterans, most of them at least. And the few newbs on board were

still trained Alliance warriors, raised since birth to serve and graduates of the harshest training

program ever devised. They would do whatever was necessary. She was sure of that.“Thirty

seconds.”Kat took a deep breath, centering herself. She pushed the emotions aside, banishing

fear, worry, regret, to the depths of her mind. A familiar coldness flooded through her, her focus

intensifying. She was ready. Ready to face whatever was waiting for her ship behind the

moon.“Coming around now, Commander.”Her eyes were already on the screen. There was a



delay, no more than a few seconds, while new scanner data came in, and the computer

updated the display. And when it did, she almost gasped.What the hell is that?It was a

construct of some kind, over four kilometers in length, hovering in high orbit around the moon.

Even looking at the sanitized icons displayed on the screen, she could feel the menace of it.

And around it, standing like a pair of sentinels, floated two of the biggest orbital fortresses she

had ever seen.Fighters were pouring out of the fortresses, engaging her own squadrons. Her

people were fighting hard, but they were outnumbered four or five to one.Retreat…it’s the only

choice…Vindictus couldn’t defeat the heavily-armed platforms. It would take half the fleet to

destroy those fortresses. And her fighters could only hold so long against the massive cloud of

enemy interceptors.Then she saw the energy spike, the strange construct firing again, a

massive burst of laser light, stronger than any she’d encountered before. Any she’d heard of

before. It could only be one thing.Bomb-pumped lasers.The Alliance had been pursuing the

technology for years, the use of controlled nuclear detonations to power extremely strong laser

blasts, but it had never managed to get the system to work. Apparently, the Helians had…She

felt the tension in her body. Every military doctrine she knew, all her training told her Vindictus

couldn’t face the two giant fortresses, not without help. She had to pull back, warn the

fleet.No…you can’t wait.The Alliance fleet had blundered into a trap. Alliance arms had enjoyed

half a century of unparalleled success, and with victory had come arrogance. They had viewed

the Helians as a lesser foe, one they could easily overwhelm.And now half the fleet is headed

into a deathtrap…“Increase reactor to one hundred ten percent. All power to

thrusters.”“Commander?” Wentus sounded confused.“We’re going in, Optiomagis. We’re going

straight for that space-cursed thing, and we’re going to blow it to scrap.”“What about the

fortresses?”“Damned the fortresses! Forward…full power!”Her eyes darted to the sides, to the

two red circles on the screen, the orbital platforms that were going to blow her ship to scrap.Let

them do their worst…but we’re going to destroy that blasted gun.Chapter TwoLecture to First

Year Cadets, Confederation Naval Academy, 286 ACThe War of Shame. Remember that name,

all of you. Your texts will refer to it as the First Confederation-Union War, but that sterile

designation is wholly inadequate, stripped of the true meaning, the grim reality. For it is only by

the grace of fortune that we are here today, that our Confederation survived that disastrous

conflict…and that we were afforded a chance at redemption, at an opportunity to regain our

honor.It is to that terrible struggle that we owe the navy you are privileged to serve, for from the

ashes of defeat rose a new resolve, and a military force dedicated to one ideal, without

question and above all others. Never again. Never again would we accept defeat, see our

fellow citizens conquered, enslaved, by an enemy.We will review the campaigns of the Second

Confederation-Union War later in the semester, the glorious campaigns of Admiral Rance

Barron and his colleagues, the victories that gave us back our pride. But we start now with

ignominy, with defeat, so that you may understand what you truly fight for, and never forget that

the Confederation exists only as long as we have the strength to defend it.CFS Dauntless340

Million Kilometers from Sentinel ThreeConfederation-Union Border307 ACTyler Barron stared

at the three-dimensional display in the center of Dauntless’s control room. The complex

holographic system, colloquially called the “tank,” was an expensive luxury. The Union—and

most of the other interstellar nations that had formed in the centuries since the Cataclysm—got

along fine with two-dimensional screens that simply used small numerals to show the Z

coordinate. But the Confederation was the richest of the powers, with a per capita income three

times that of the Union, and its politicians vastly preferred bringing home contracts for

sophisticated holographic displays than orders for normal screens costing one fiftieth as much.

So Dauntless and her sister ships in the fleet were equipped with the sophisticated



tanks.Barron felt an uncomfortable sensation, one that had dogged him for weeks now, a

feeling of eerie silence. Space, of course, was always soundless, but what troubled him was

more than literal quiet. It was the crew, their demeanor, the lack of conversation, even in the

wardrooms. The reduced amount of recreation, the somber, hushed conversation in the

corridors. His people were tense, and it was showing in all kinds of ways a watchful captain

could see. He knew that was normal, to a point. But he also realized that at some point, the

tension would affect Dauntless’s readiness.Dauntless had been on patrol for almost nine

months now, and the pressure had built steadily, wearing hard on his crew. He’d tried to keep

formal alerts to a minimum, an effort to control the stress levels as much as anything else, to

keep his people as rested as possible. But it was a losing fight. They all knew why they were

there, and for all their training and courage, they were afraid. Even without the yellow or red

warning lamps lit, they all knew the call to battlestations could come at any moment.War was

coming. They’d all heard about it for years now. Vague warnings at first, then firmer ones,

reports from the intelligence services of Union buildups, force movements. Finally, the Code

Black alert had gone out, a designation that had one meaning. Invasion imminent.But the

invasion hadn’t been imminent. It had been almost a year, and the frontier had been quiet. The

intel reports were still coming hard and fast, manifests showing fleets of new Union warships

pouring from shipyards, moving toward forward bases behind the border. But they hadn’t

attacked. Not yet.Barron looked around Dauntless’s bridge, feeling a twinge of guilt as he

watched his officers at work. They were here to patrol the frontier, and to report if—when—the

enemy came streaming across the border. It was a dangerous job, suicidal, many would say.

The primary mission was to send off a warning, along with as much data on the invasion force

as possible. Survival was decidedly a secondary prospect, and an unlikely one at that. And that

weighed heavily on Barron, for reasons that went far beyond personal fear.His people were

here because of him, because he had rebelled at the preferential treatment he’d experienced

his whole life, the assignments to rear areas, the efforts by the admiralty to keep him safe even

as he served in the fleet. He’d practically demanded the frontier posting, going so far as to

threaten to resign his commission if his request was denied.And now, more than nine hundred

officers and spacers face desperate danger because you wanted to prove you’re more than

just Rance Barron’s grandson…Barron shifted slightly in his chair, expending a bit of nervous

energy as much as anything else. Dauntless had been his for almost a year, and she had spent

most of that time on the border, staring into the face of an invasion everyone knew would be

massive when it came. He was the youngest captain in the fleet to command a capital ship,

and he knew he owed at least some of that to his last name, the one he shared with his famous

grandfather.Barron’s own service record had been exemplary. He’d graduated first in his class

at the Academy, and his postings as a junior officer had earned him commendations from

every commander he had served. But he knew deserving had little to do with his command of

Dauntless. If his name had been Garibaldi or Elione or Jacarde, respected naval families all,

he’d still be a first officer somewhere. There wasn’t a doubt in his mind about that. But his

name was Barron, and the Barrons were like royalty in the Confederation navy.“Sentinel Three

transmitting security protocols, Captain.” Lieutenant Vin Darrow manned Dauntless’s

communications station.“Authenticate.” Barron was sure the codes would be verified, but the

command procedures were clear, and there were no exceptions. Barron agreed with the regs

on this one. This close to the enemy on the eve of war, it didn’t make sense to take

chances.Darrow paused a few seconds. “Confirmed, sir.”Barron moved his hand toward his

own comm unit, flipping up a small cover and punching a series of numbers into the

hexadecimal keypad. “Barron, Captain, CFS Dauntless. Transmit priority identification codes



now.” He pressed his finger against a tiny scanner. It looked like a fingerprint reader, but it was

much more. The device also analyzed DNA from a microscopic skin sample it harvested,

making it as close to foolproof as Confederation science could manage.“Identity confirmed,

Captain Barron. Transmitting now.” The AI’s voice sounded almost human, though Barron could

pick up on the difference. The tell was the almost overpowering calm of the tone. Barron had

confidence in his people and their courage, but no one human sounded that relaxed waiting for

an invasion.The fleet was already on wartime protocols, and that meant using the priority

codes to confirm the identification of any vessels or installations. It tended toward the

cumbersome, but it was worthwhile. In the unlikely event the crew of Sentinel Three were

clustered in their control room under the guns of Union commandoes, he needed to know…just

as they had to be sure his ship was really Dauntless, and that she hadn’t fallen under enemy

control herself.The Sentinel stations were the extreme forward vanguard of Confederation

defense, positioned mostly in the empty systems between the inhabited space of the two

powers. Their primary purpose was to keep an eye on the border and to warn the forces

positioned farther back of any incursions. The stations were armed, but no one expected any of

them to survive more than a few seconds in battle against a serious invasion fleet.“Sentinel

Three reports all codes confirmed, sir. Beginning data dump now.”“Acknowledged. Relay to my

screen after decryption.”Barron glanced over at the lieutenant. Darrow was a good young

officer, but he’d had the misfortune of serving under the only Confederation captain ever

convicted of treason. Clive Toland’s name had become synonymous with treachery when he

was caught selling secrets to the Union, and while Darrow had been completely exonerated of

any involvement in his commanding officer’s betrayal, that kind of mud splattered widely. The

gifted comm officer had struggled to find a posting after that, rejected by half a dozen captains

before Tyler pulled out the Barron name and threw its protective aura around the grateful

lieutenant. Tyler had been angry at the injustice of the whole thing, but there was a more

manipulative angle at play as well. He had learned many things from his illustrious grandfather,

and how to cultivate loyalty among men and women had been at the top of the list. Vin Darrow

did his job as well as any officer in the fleet…but now, he’d jump into the reactor core as well, if

Tyler Barron ordered it.“Sending data stream now.”Barron nodded in the direction of the comm

officer. Then his eyes dropped to his own screen.Dauntless had been in stealth mode, Barron

setting his own course as his vessel patrolled the border. There were no orders detailing its

route, no records that could be stolen or fall into enemy hands. And without accurate locational

data, there was no way for the high command to communicate with its battleship until it showed

up at one of the stations. Communiqués intended for Barron, and the members of his crew,

were sent in code to the Sentinel outposts, and transmitted when Dauntless checked in.He

watched as the batches of data continued to move down the screen, folder after folder of

routine dispatches, supply manifests, news updates…and mail. Terabytes and terabytes of

mail, the best possible therapy for his crew’s strained morale.“It looks like the enemy will have

to wait. It’s going to take two weeks just to get through the mail.”A few tentative chuckles broke

the bridge’s silence. Barron had recently been making an effort to loosen up a little. With limited

success. He knew he looked a little like a martinet, a hardcore “by the books” type with a puffed

out chest and a raging ego, ready to bust a subordinate for the slightest infraction. But his crew

knew him better than that after ten months’ service together, and for all Barron was aware they

considered him a little stiff in his mannerisms, he knew he had their loyalty…and their true

affection too. They had been through a lot together, endured the tension of patrolling the front

line.They should live a week in my shoes, feel what it’s like to be the grandson of the great

Rance Barron. “Ironheart” Barron, the man who saved the Confederation…Tyler’s grandfather



had been more than a hero…to the people of the Confederation he was the hero. Tyler had

loved the old man for as long as he could remember, and he’d grown up as awed by the great

admiral as everyone else. But he had other memories too, fonder ones. Fishing trips and long

walks through the woods, days the two had spent together with not a word spoken of battles

fought and glorious victories won.Still, the legend of Admiral Barron had proven to be

inescapable, and the family reputation had dogged him from his first day at the Academy,

enough to induce him to go by his middle name instead of being the family’s fourth Rance to

serve the fleet. He couldn’t remember a time when he wasn’t being rated against the older

Barron or when he’d last received praise that didn’t compare him in some way, favorable or

otherwise, to his grandfather.Tyler had endured such comparisons since childhood, but they

had only become worse after the old man died in the last war, and he passed from living hero

to deceased legend. Compliments like, “that was how your grandfather would have done it,”

had come to grate on him, like an unpleasant squeak. And the worst part was, the frustration

seeped into his memories, dulling fond images of a grandfather he’d loved dearly and creating

resentments he regretted but felt nevertheless.Tyler had mourned his grandfather’s death even

as he endured the increased attention it brought upon him…and he did his best to live up to

the pressure to follow in the great man’s footsteps. He carried the weight all the more for the

loss of the father he had hardly known. Rance III died in a reactor accident years before, when

he was still a junior officer, leaving the heavy expectations of an adoring and demanding

Confederation on the shoulders of his three-year old son.It had been a heavy burden for a

young child, and for the cadet he became…and it remained so even for a seasoned captain.

Ironheart Barron was a tough act to follow, and with war imminent, things had only become

more intense.“Lieutenant Darrow, you may distribute the mail and personal communications to

their recipients. And forward housekeeping communication to the appropriate department

heads.” Barron was a hands on captain, but he didn’t feel the need to poke his nose into

updated equipment specs and reactor cooling rod process modifications. Rank had its

privileges, and one of them was delegating at least some of the boring nonsense to someone

else.“Yes, Captain.”Barron’s eyes focused on one of the items addressed to him. Orders.He

moved his hand over the screen, opening the file. He read it carefully, getting about a third of

the way down before his eyes darted up with surprise, and he started again, checking a

second time to be sure he’d read it correctly.Dauntless was to proceed to the fleet base on

Archellia for rest and refit. After ten months of sneaking around, of waiting for war, his people

were being relieved.But Archellia? That’s clear across the Confederation…He realized then just

how mobilized the fleet was, how ready for a war it considered imminent. If Archellia was the

nearest base with available capacity to refit a battleship like Dauntless, everything the

Confederation had that could fly must be clogging the facilities nearer the Union border.He

nodded to himself. Archellia was a few weeks’ extra travel, but the trip would be like a vacation

itself, without the crushing stress of watching the frontier. And there wasn’t a quieter place for

his frazzled crew to take their shore leave and prepare for the struggle everyone knew was still

coming.He leaned back and sighed softly. The constant stress had worn him down as much as

his people, and his refusal to acknowledge that, to himself or anyone else, made it no less true.

It was time. He had demanded a dangerous posting, and he and his people had completed it

with distinction. Now they were going home.He looked around the bridge, his face

expressionless for a few seconds as his eyes moved from station to station. Then he decided

Dauntless’s discipline could withstand a smile from her captain, and he grinned widely.“We’re

going home,” he said, feeling a rush of satisfaction. “We’re going to Archellia for refit…and for

shore leave.”He held his smile as the bridge officers met his announcement with a round of



applause. It wasn’t strictly by the book, but Barron didn’t care. Not one bit.Archellia…I can’t

think of a quieter, more relaxing spot…Chapter ThreeFrom the Last Testament of Stantus

AlliusFirst Imperator of the AllianceI leave these words to my peers and countrymen, and to all

who have followed me. I, who was born into servitude, who knew the sting of the lash on my

bare back, and yet rose to the leadership of my people, lay this sacred burden on all

Palatians…to pay forward the debt they owe for freedom, and to secure it for generations to

come.Go forth then, and be always the strongest. Attack before you are attacked. Defeat those

who would be your masters. Reduce them to the servants they would make of you. Bring fear

to all who would be your enemies. Remember always the mantra, the grim verdict of the

universe, that we now adopt as the central tenet of our own Alliance. Vae victis. Woe to the

defeated.Victorum, Alliance Capital CityAstara II, PalatiaAlliance Year 58 (307 AC)The streets

of Victorum were festive, the massive, blocky buildings of the city draped with banners and

flags, their broad marble columns and facades polished to blinding white and shiny midnight

black. The air was alive, strident chords rising from a seemingly endless procession of

marching bands. All the martial brilliance of the Alliance was moving down the Via Magna, to

the delight, real or feigned, of the hundreds of thousands present along the line of march.The

day was a special one. Indeed, its like had not been seen for many years. Life in the Alliance

was generally a Spartan affair, its culture and economy focused almost entirely on feeding the

endless needs of the military machine that formed the centerpiece of its society. Armed

strength was almost a religious imperative in the Alliance, and frivolous pursuits were usually

sacrificed to the call of war. But the arms being celebrated had just won another great victory,

perhaps the most momentous in their history, conquering more neighboring systems, rich

prizes that would bolster the strength and power of the Alliance, and launch it once and for all

into the ranks of the great powers. That was a cause for celebration, one of the few events

worthy of an official holiday, of a break from the endless toil and discipline of daily life in the

Alliance. There were speeches and parades, fairs and festivals in every town on Palatia’s three

continents. And with the fall of night, fireworks and glittering balls would follow the day’s

reveries.Commander-Princeps Katrine Rigellus sat quietly and watched the procession go by,

rank after rank of stormtroopers clad in their crisp black uniforms, marching perfectly in unison,

each step a model of precision.Just like they were taught to do. Born to do.The troopers were

mostly Probs, natives of Palatia and probationary-citizens of the Alliance. The Probationary-

Aspirants who served thirty years—and survived—would retire as full Citizens, their children

guaranteed enrollment in their old units, perpetuating a system so successful it had allowed a

single planet to field an enormous and extremely effective military, one that had known nearly

sixty years of uninterrupted victory. One that had subjugated thirty systems and more than

fifteen billion people in just over half a century.The processions were spectacular, the best ever

staged, many were saying, and those in the multitude whispered with joy and pride. The

celebration had been going on for hours, since dawn, the parade route lined with cheering

Citizens and, behind them, the throngs of Probs, even louder and more excited, making sure to

broadcast their enthusiasm and patriotism to any who might sponsor their citizenship one day.

The life of a Probationary-Aspirant was an ongoing audition for promotion to the upper ranks of

society.The masses of Plebs were gathered the farthest back, screaming as loudly and with as

much fervor as their betters in the forward positions, though Katrine suspected there was more

fear than sincerity in their cheers. The Plebs were the workers, the men and women who toiled

in the mines and factories and shipyards. For the most part, they were not native Palatians, but

rather populations drawn from the conquered worlds, relocated—often forcibly—to do the work

that freed the Probs for service in the army and navy.The Plebs weren’t slaves, not quite, but



they weren’t free either, and most of them were barred from military service and assigned on

the basis of aptitude tests to lives working in one industry or another. An intelligent and capable

Pleb might be educated and rise to become an engineer or a computer programmer, positions

that would allow a moderately comfortable standard of living…and some hope of moving into

the Prob class. Those with less aptitude were relegated to the fields, the mines, and the

massive factories that produced an unending flow of munitions. Plebs whose ability or effort

were below par tended to find themselves treated as expendable resources, with accordingly

short life expectancies.A few Plebs had burst out of their lesser stature, gained access to the

military and worked their way to positions of power and influence—and even full Citizenship—

but not many. Those who achieved success often did so at the sides of notable Patricians and

Citizens, enjoying the benefits bestowed by their powerful masters after long periods of faithful

service. Most others worked twelve hours a day, and except for those at the very top, lived

joyless lives devoted to maintaining the vaunted Alliance military machine and enjoying few of

the spoils of victory.The system had not always been that way. Building ships and arms had

been regarded as a sacred duty in the earliest days of the Alliance, as important even as the

service of the soldiers and spacers on the front lines. There were images in the Archives of

cheering groups of Prob workers standing outside arms factories or inside the orbital

shipyards, watching as the warships they’d built fired up their engines and moved off on

maiden voyages. But conquests and access to subject populations had gradually changed that

perception, and military service had become virtually the only path to full citizenship for a Prob.

A taint of cowardice now clung to any who chose a different route.“Long live the Alliance!”The

shout rose from across the way, no doubt the over-enthusiastic efforts of a particularly

ambitious Prob. But it was a challenge to the others standing nearby, and they joined in,

repeating the cry, shouting it again and again until thousands were chanting.Kat sighed. She

hated parades. Indeed, she despised most public spectacles. She acknowledged the utility of

such events, and she recognized the current one as the largest and most magnificent she’d

ever witnessed, but even as she watched she hardly saw the precision marching or the

endlessly rehearsed bands. It was all false, empty symbolism and a pale image of the heroism

and effort it purported to represent.Instead, faces floated before her, men, women, comrades…

friends. The dead of the last campaign, hundreds from her own vessel, spacers who had

served her loyally, carrying out her every command with the last of their strength. And

thousands more. Indeed, many more than Vindictus’s dead had fallen taking Heliopolis. The

crews of the battleships destroyed by the enemy pulsar, the dead on twenty other damaged

vessels, the stormtroopers who pacified the surface after a bitter fight. The price of the glory on

display here had been paid by thousands of loyal Palatians, men and women who would never

see home again. What did a marching band have to do with such devotion, such sacrifice? The

dead were feted as heroes, but what did that do for them?She was watching from an unfamiliar

place, the central grandstand, the province of officers of exalted rank, men and women who

commanded armies and fleets, and those who sat on the Council itself. She glanced across

the broad avenue, acutely aware of her own discomfort, looking toward the platform holding the

other ship commanders and their first officers. Theirs was an honored place as well, if slightly

less stratospheric than her present perch. It was also where she belonged, save for one fact.

She was one of the heroes of this war—indeed, the hero of the final campaign—and that very

morning she had received a decoration from the hand of the Imperatrix herself, with all Palatia

watching the transmission.Katrine was a celebrity now, a symbol of the might and the warlike

ethos of the Alliance, her success in battle being spun into the legends that would encourage

the next generation. Even the parade below was working its magic in that regard. The grand



procession included rows of trucks, displaying the broken wreckage of enemy ships…vessels

the Alliance fleet had destroyed in battle. And next in line, carried with solemn respect, a series

of great trailers hauling more debris, twisted metal…much of what remained of Vindictus.Her

ship had done its duty, given its all in pursuit of victory. She could still remember those deadly

moments, her battleship pressing forward despite all the firepower the two massive fortresses

poured into her. She hadn’t returned fire, hadn’t so much as targeted either of the great orbital

platforms. Vindictus had pressed on toward its primary target. Its only target. The enemy laser

cannon.Vindictus had somehow made it to point blank range and, even more miraculously, her

main guns had still been operational. Kat closed her eyes for a few seconds, remembering the

moment she’d given the order to fire, the feeling she’d had as she saw the great pulsar cannon

split down the middle, her laser batteries tearing into it. Success. Victory. Though earned at the

ultimate cost. Vindictus sat under the guns of the forts after the destruction of the pulsar

cannon, its weapons silenced, its engines torn to scrap, and Kat had known her ship was

doomed, that her people would all die. Then it happened.The ships, the vanguard of the

Alliance fleet, the great battleships her impulsive maneuver had saved…they came whipping

around the other side of the moon, and as each vessel moved into the clear, it opened fire,

targeting the fortresses, blasting them to atoms.Kat remembered sitting in her chair, waiting for

death. She’d known her position was hopeless, that the cost of saving the fleet had been the

loss of her ship and crew. But Vindictus held, somehow it stood firm despite all the enemy forts

could throw at it. Her vessel had been blasted almost to bits, its reactors shut down, its

weapons gone. But the twisted hull of the great warship still stood, hanging on just long

enough, providing emergency life support to the half of her crew who had survived to that

point.She savored the images…watching the fortresses die. One first, and then, seconds later,

the other. They died under the relentless assault of the fleet. They died as the Alliance warriors

pressed forward, fighting with all they had, struggling to rescue Vindictus and the great heroes

aboard who had saved them all. And Vindictus and those left in her crew had indeed been

spared. Kat’s ship had been as good as lost, blasted far beyond repair, but in the end it was

saved from final destruction, and half its people survived. Though it would never fight again,

Vindictus’s name had entered the Honoreum, the hallowed records of the Alliance military.Now

she was back on Palatia, paraded around, hailed, shaking hands and being put forth as the

ideal Alliance warrior. She detested the addition of role model to the list of her duties, but she

knew her place, and her obligation was to serve however she could. Kat questioned things

quietly sometimes, but she was a Palatian Patrician, and obedience and devotion were bred

into the very cells of her body. It was in her to question herself, but never to rebel against what

she was.She’d gone through an almost unending series of congratulations and interviews,

days of them, and then the excruciating few moments when the Imperatrix placed the gleaming

platinum decoration over her head and turned to the crowd calling for acclamation. The shouts

had been deafening as she received an honor every young officer in Alliance service craved

beyond all others. But Katrine simply endured, as she had been taught to do, though more than

anything she wanted to slip away, to escape from the fawning elites and the endless noise and

shouts of the crowd.That was impossible, of course. It would have been so even if she’d been

across the avenue, attending the festivities as an ordinary ship commander, but it was

unthinkable for her to leave the exalted company she found around her now, the great and

mighty of the Alliance. She had no choice, save to stay and play the role of hero of the

state.The recent battles had won the Alliance six of the Unaligned Systems, worlds that had

now surrendered, taken their place among the other conquered planets that formed the

Alliance. They brought their industry with them, and millions of their former citizens, new Plebs



to feed the endless war machine. It was the Alliance’s way, to conquer or die. And it was the lot

of the subjugated to become part of that apparatus, to spend their lives hard at work in the

mines and factories, producing ships and weapons under the watchful eyes of their masters.

The Alliance’s flag was emblazoned with its mantra, Vae Victis. Woe to the defeated. And the

Patricians and Citizens of the Alliance—and the Probationary-Aspirants who served under them

—took it to heart.It was a hard way, a life dedicated to duty, to strength…but it had seen the

Alliance grow from the seed of a single world, poor and subjugated by offworld conquerors, to

a proud interstellar nation of thirty systems in less than sixty years. There were Alliance

citizens still alive with living memory of servitude, and as a people they had sworn a collective

oath. Never again.These are your people, she thought, trying to encourage herself but realizing

how uncertain she felt about that realization. She was descended from ancestors who had

been heroes of the Rising that had freed Palatia—and of the brutal Cleansing that had

followed. Her grandmother had risen from the slavery and servitude of pre-Rising Palatia…and

gone on to lead fleets to victory in the early wars of the Alliance’s expansion. Kat was heir to a

great tradition, a benefit that had aided her rise…and a burden too, a constant pressure to

excel, to achieve ever more and to live up to her family’s reputation.A load that became heavier

the day my father died…“Commander Rigellus, allow me to congratulate you on your victory in

the recent campaign. It is officers like you who will lead the Alliance into the future.”Katrine

turned at the sound of the voice, shaking herself quickly from her thoughts. Her eyes fixed on

the speaker, a man, old, his hair completely white. He leaned hard on a cane, and the dress

uniform he wore was rumpled and ill-fitting, as if it hadn’t been out of his closet in many years.

A flickering of familiarity stirred. He was a fleet commander, retired now of course. It took a few

seconds for a name to surface…Commander-Altum Bacchallus. A man who had somehow

managed to rise to a position of considerable power and prestige, despite an almost total lack

of identifiable accomplishments. He was accompanied by a young woman, quite attractive, and

at least forty years his junior.A Prob, no doubt—or even a Pleb—seeking a path to citizenship

in an old man’s bed…Katrine held back a sigh and forced a smile to her face. “Commander-

Altum, what a pleasure to see you, sir. Thank you for your kind words. You are most

gracious.”She nodded slightly, hoping the brief exchange of pleasantries would suffice. But,

alas, it was not to be. The aged officer beamed back at her and launched into a retelling of one

of his old campaigns, one she was sure was wildly embellished.She listened quietly, politely.

Her mind, so attuned to tactics, to maneuvers to get herself out of tough spots, failed her

utterly. There was nothing to do but listen, and feign interest. She’d dealt with her share of “I

remember whens” and “I knew your father back in the days,” but Bacchallus had a reputation

for droning on endlessly.And Kat knew she was going to get a good idea of how well that

reputation was deserved…Chapter FourCFS DauntlessApproaching Archellia, Cassiopolis

III307 AC“Archellia Control, this is the Confederation Fleet Ship Dauntless, requesting

permission to approach.” Darrow spoke slowly and clearly into the comm system.It took about

eight seconds for his signal to reach the planet and the response to arrive. “Acknowledged,

Dauntless. Please hold at the outer marker until we have completed our scan.”Tyler Barron sat

in the command chair of Dauntless’s bridge, listening to the exchange. He wanted to be

surprised at the formality of the procedure, but he wasn’t. Archellia was a long way from the

disputed border, and such precautions hardly seemed necessary. But war with the Union was

imminent, and however far from Archellia the battlelines were likely to be, Confederation forces

were on alert everywhere. No officer wanted to end up defending lax security procedures if

something went wrong.Not even in a backwater like Archellia. Not now.The specter of war still

hung like a shadow, but Barron’s crew was in good spirits, bound for well-deserved shore leave



and a break from the grind of duty. He knew it would be a relatively short break, with danger

lurking on the other side, but he’d been in the service long enough to realize just how much

spacers lived in the now.Tomorrow we may face destiny, we may fight and die and fall to the

fires of perdition, but tonight is ours, and we drink and make merry.It was an old quote, from

pre-Cataclysmic times, but whatever centuries-dead spacer had first spoken it, Barron realized

he had known his brethren well. Barron tended to be a bit over-serious himself, the inevitable

result of growing up as he had, feeling the crushing expectations from the moment he was old

enough to understand. But he knew there was logic in the simple spacer’s view. His crew

couldn’t do anything to affect what was coming, and if war indeed erupted, there was little

doubt many of them would die in the fighting.They might as well savor the time they have…He

knew he was different from his crew, even from his officers. But he was devoted to them all,

and his first thought was always to provide them the best leadership he could manage. He

never let himself forget that every command he uttered had consequences, that his mistakes

could get his people hurt. Or killed.The first few months of his command had been difficult

ones, as such things usually were, especially since he’d had to overcome the usual

resentments, the impression that the Barron name had more to do with the insignia on his

collar than his skills and service. But he and his people had gotten past it all and become a

solid team, and Barron would have put Dauntless against any other ship in the fleet, despite

the fact that she was neither the newest nor the largest.“Dauntless, all scans check out. Please

transmit alpha codes for final authorization.”Barron leaned forward slightly and flipped open the

small panel on the armrest of his chair, revealing the keypad below. His fingers punched out a

code, one only he and his first officer knew. It was another wartime procedure, a failsafe

designed to prevent an enemy from using a captured vessel to approach a Confederation

world. Its implementation before the outbreak of hostilities, and on a world so far from the

prospective battle zone, attested to just how worried the Confederation’s leaders were of an

impending attack, and the fifth column tactics the Union would almost certainly employ if

hostilities broke out.He felt himself snapping back to his rigid posture, staring straight ahead as

he waited for the confirmation. No one on the planet had Dauntless’s code—at least, no one

living. Only the base’s AI. And security protocols prevented any direct contact between the core

data systems and unconfirmed ships, for fear of viruses and cyber attacks. That meant the

base crew would have to manually input Dauntless’s code to check its validity.“Dauntless, you

are cleared to dock at bay three. Welcome to Archellia.” The voice on the speaker was crisp,

professional…but there was something else there too, something besides the provincial

accent. A touch of excitement perhaps. Archellia was far from the core worlds or the disputed

frontier, a quiet frontier capital overseeing a cluster of fringe systems and mining colonies on

the far edge of Confederation space. The planet was home to a sizable naval base, but the

frontier it guarded was a quiet one, facing mostly independent and militarily weak systems, and

its naval complement was one of small patrol vessels and scoutships, designed to counter

piracy, not to face invasions. A visit by a frontline warship was quite a rarity.“Understood,

Archellia Control.” Barron’s hand moved toward the com controls, but then he paused and

added, “Thank you, Archellia. It is good to be here.” He tapped the sensor pad, closing the

connection. He could have allowed the comm officer to conclude the transmission, but he had

a lot of nervous energy, and he disliked the idea of an aloof commander, acting as if pressing a

button or reading a report himself was too much of an effort.“Commander Travis, you have the

con.” He stood up slowly, taking a step from his chair. “Bring us in…” He turned and looked

around the bridge. “…and authorize shore leave for all off-duty personnel as soon as base

operations have secured Dauntless.” He fought back a smile as he heard the not-so-quiet



rumble. It wasn’t exactly a cheer, but it left little doubt as to how much his overworked bridge

crew was looking forward to a break. He imagined the areas of the ship farther removed from

the exalted presence of the captain would experience a rather more…enthusiastic…

celebration when Travis passed on the command.“Yes, Captain.” Atara Travis’s voice was

sharp, crisp. Travis was a tough officer, one whose relentless intensity left no doubt how far she

would go to keep Dauntless functioning at maximum efficiency. She’d come with Barron,

transferred from Excalibur, where they had been first officer and tactical officer,

respectively.Barron remembered the first time he’d met her, three years before. He’d been

struck by her beauty at first, but it was quickly followed by respect. Travis was smart…more

than smart, brilliant. And she was hard as nails.Travis hadn’t come from a naval family. She had

fought her way up from the streets of Hepheseus, the most notorious world in the Iron Belt, an

industrialized hell whose ruling Oligarchs lived in orbital refuges to escape the sludgy

waterways and dark gray haze that hung heavy in the sky. She’d never spoken of how she’d

gotten the money to book passage off her native world, nor the means by which she had

obtained the education to pass the Academy’s fearsome entrance examinations. And Tyler had

never asked. Travis had become like a sister to him, and a best friend too…and they were a

solid captain-exec team now, the best in the fleet, many said.He’d had a passing impulse to

pursue more than friendship and professional respect when they’d first met. He wasn’t above

using the Barron name to supplement his own charms when sufficiently motivated, but it had

never gone beyond a passing thought with Travis. Discipline had won out. Tyler Barron had a

bit of a reputation in the bases and ports of the Confederation, one he had to admit was at

least partially deserved, but he never let any of that come aboard his ship or interfere with duty.

That had been his policy as a first officer, and he only redoubled his conviction as captain.And

it worked out for the best in the end.That relationship was more important to him than any

dalliance. Even one with a woman as striking as Travis.He walked toward the hatch leading to

the lift. “I will be in my quarters if you need me, Commander.”“Yes, sir.”He walked through the

doors, taking a deep breath as they slid shut.“Deck three,” he said softly.He leaned back

against the wall and let out a long, hard sigh. Dauntless had come back from her dangerous

posting, and at least for now, his people were safe. His demand for a dangerous posting, his

need to prove—to himself as well as anyone else—that he was as capable of facing danger as

his renowned grandfather, hadn’t cost him any of his crew. War still loomed, and he wasn’t

naïve enough to expect that his people would come through such a conflict unscathed. But at

least none of them paid the ultimate price solely because their commander had felt the need to

prove himself. Only now did he truly think about how he would have carried that guilt. He was

thankful he didn’t have to.Now, maybe he could actually get some rest himself.Maybe.* * *“It

was nice of the high command to send us clear across the Confederation so you could be

home in time.” Lieutenant Walt Billings looked down from a narrow catwalk, five meters above

Dauntless’s main engineering deck. He had a burnt system control rod in one hand, and a

fresh one in the other, but his attention had been diverted from the power flow regulator to the

conversation taking place on the main deck below. “We didn’t know we had such a big shot

down here in engineering.”Sam Carson looked up and smiled at his comrade. “Yeah, Walt, well

you know the fleet admiral and I are like this.” He held up his hand, his thumb and forefinger

almost touching. “So, I just asked him if a hundred extra lightyears added to the trip was such a

big deal…”The two men laughed, and in a few seconds it spread to the others working in the

engineering space. Dauntless’s crew was tightly knit, but its engineering teams were even

more so. They’d only had minor repairs to contend with until now, but they all knew if—when—it

came to open war, the survival of the ship would rest on them as much as, possibly more than,



anyone else. The gunners took credit for blasting enemy ships, and the fighter pilots notched

their throttles with each kill, but when it came to getting a damaged laser cannon back on line

in time to fire, or giving the captain maximum thrust when he needed it, it was the engineers

who would get the job done.They tended to relish their roles as the unheralded and

unappreciated branch of the service, but Dauntless’s team knew that didn’t apply to them.

Captain Barron had made it clear from day one he thought they were the living, breathing heart

of the ship, and for almost a year now he had been true to his word, even making frequent

visits to the engineering spaces. The captain had picked up a set of tools more than once, and

joined his engineers in whatever task they were completing, though it was an open question as

to whether his efforts had been of any help. Barron’s lack of engineering skill had become the

joke of the section, but the men and women there had come to love their captain.They had all

been surprised when they got the word Dauntless was headed to Archellia, but none more

than Lieutenant Sam Carson, engineer and native Archellian. Carson had only been with

Dauntless for five months, but he liked to think he’d made many friends among the rest of the

crew. He’d been the victim of a few practical jokes when he’d first arrived, a fate his

earnestness had made inevitable. But he’d taken it well, and within a few weeks he was knit

into the fabric of Dauntless’ engineering team as though he’d been there for years.The news of

Dauntless’s destination had been doubly opportune for him. Carson was not only going home…

his wife was pregnant with the couple’s first child. He hadn’t known about it when he’d shipped

out to join Dauntless’s crew. Indeed, with the difficulty of communications along the border,

he’d only found out a few weeks before Dauntless was ordered off the line. And now the ship

was arriving in plenty of time for him to be there for the birth.“It’s such an honor to serve with

someone so important, isn’t it, guys?” Billings grinned at the half dozen engineers and

technicians working alongside Carson. “You’d think having a good pal of the fleet admiral on

board would be worth something. Better rations, at least.”The group turned and looked over at

Carson, spitting out a wave of affirmative responses.“I’m going to miss you all, I really am.”

Carson smiled broadly, though there was a touch of sadness behind it.Dauntless would be on

Archellia for a month, perhaps five weeks, depending on how quickly the base’s maintenance

team could complete the battleship’s refit. Then she would be on her way, presumably back

toward the front, to join one of the battle fleets massing behind the border. But Carson wouldn’t

be with her.Carson had considered asking for a transfer when he got the news about his wife’s

pregnancy, but he’d hesitated, not wanting to desert his new shipmates on the eve of war. But

Captain Barron himself had gotten the news and intervened. He’d called Carson to his

quarters, told him he was one of the most promising young officers he had ever seen. Then

he’d told him there was a posting available at the fleet base on Archellia. He’d offered it to

Carson then and there, and Carson had accepted, though not without some sadness about

leaving his new comrades so soon.“It looks like everyone’s having a grand old time here. Isn’t

that nice. Can I assume today’s maintenance roster is complete already?” It was a low-pitched

growl, one that would have been gender-indeterminate if everyone on Dauntless didn’t know

the roar of the ship’s chief engineer by heart.Anya Fritz walked into the center of the main

deck, her eyes moving from one of her people to the next, cutting through them like a high-

powered laser. Fritz was an engineer, but as far as her people could tell she was nothing less

than a sorceress, wielding some kind of black magic to pull shattered systems back from the

brink, to coax a few more megawatts from a dying reactor. Her skills were renowned across the

fleet, and most of her team suspected it was the Barron mojo that had secured her transfer

along with the captain.They were glad to have her skills aboard, but that didn’t change the fact

that she scared the shit out of them all. The captain called her Fritzie, but none of her officers



and techs would dare do the same. The very thought was enough to evoke night terrors in a

veteran spacer.“Sorry, Commander. We…ah…” Billings was staring down from the catwalk, his

cockiness gone, struggling for words.“I’m sorry, Commander.” Carson flashed a glance up at

Billings and then back toward Fritz. “We were talking about my transfer. It won’t happen again.

We’re actually in good shape on the repair manifests. We’ll be done before the ship docks.”Fritz

sighed, her eyes focused on Carson. Then she shocked them all. She smiled. “Don’t worry

about it.” She glanced around the room, throwing a quick frown up toward Billings. “Just finish

up…and then we can give Lieutenant Carson here the sendoff he deserves. And I’ve got a

bottle of twenty-year old bourbon to get us started.”She turned and took a few steps toward the

exit. Then she stopped and looked back. “I’m going to miss you, Sam. Just like everybody

else.”Chapter FiveVictorum, Alliance Capital CityAstara II, PalatiaYear 58 (307

AC)“Commander-Maximus, you sent for me?” Kat stood at the open door, peering into the

palatial office.“Kat! Come in. Please, have a seat.” The officer sitting behind the massive desk

stood up as he spoke. He was a large man, tall and muscular, and his face was scarred and

hard-looking. But now he smiled, and his voice was almost soft, affectionate. “And, please,

none of this Commander-Maximus nonsense. Not when it’s just the two of us. I remember

when you used to sit on my lap and call me Uncle Taks.”Commander-Maximus Tarkus Vennius

was a man to be reckoned with, one few ship commanders would dare to address with

anything but the gravest formality. But Katrine was the daughter of Lucius Rigellus…and Lucius

Rigellus had been Vennius’s best friend since childhood. The two boys, later men, had been

virtual brothers, through decades of life, war, struggle. They had completed the coming of age

Ordeal together, and they had served side by side as they rose through the ranks. Vennius had

practically adopted Katrine after her father’s death in battle.Kat smiled. “That was only because

Tarkus was too much of a mouthful for me back then. A breach of protocol, perhaps, but I was

only three.” She walked up toward the desk, a tentative smile slipping onto her lips. “Still, it’s a

bit unseemly for a lowly ship commander to address a Commander-Maximus in such a familiar

way, wouldn’t you say, Uncle Taks?”Kat had been troubled since she had returned from the

front lines, but her spirits lightened now, at least temporarily. The Commander-Maximus was

widely feared by the officers under his command, especially those who had seen him on one of

his tirades, but she had long thought of Tarkus as a second father. She loved the gruff old man,

and she knew he loved her.Vennius gestured toward one of the guest chairs. “Sit, Kat. Be

comfortable…and humor an old man who has far too few joys in life.” He paused until she had

taken the seat, then he dropped back into his own chair. “And I wouldn’t call you a lowly ship

commander, certainly not after your exploits in the last war. I can’t walk down the Via Magnus

without seeing your image hanging from a building in ten meters of Gybilian silk.”Katrine

nodded slightly, but the smile died from her lips. The recent war had been as successful as any

of those that preceded it, perhaps more so. The losses had been terrible, especially among the

fleet and ground units that had fought the final campaign to take Heliopolis. The planet had

been the strongest of the Unaligned Systems fighting the Alliance, and the most

technologically advanced. The captured technology would be as valuable as the planet’s

considerable resources and industry, though much of value—including the secrets of the great

pulsar weapon—had been destroyed in the conquest. The weapon’s inventor had been

onboard his creation, and Kat’s people had blown him to atoms along with the gun itself.At

least the fall of Heliopolis had broken the will of the other worlds, ending the war in one bloody

stroke.“There were many heroes in the campaign, Uncle. I fear my contributions have been

overstated.”Vennius smiled. “Overstated? Nonsense. If anything, you deserve more accolades,

though I fear we’ve run out of honors to bestow. I have no doubt, Kat, my dearest…one day



they’ll add Magnus to your name. I only hope an old man lives long enough to see it.”Only three

commanders had been granted the appellation Magnus in the sixty years since Alliance forces

had burst forth from their homeworld. It was an honor beyond honors, and even the Imperatrix

would bow before one who held it.Kat shook her head. “You’re far too kind, Uncle. I do only as

duty demands.”“So do all, at least they pretend to do so. Yet few have achieved what you have,

despite duty and effort.” A hint of sadness slipped into his voice. “Your father would have been

proud of you, Kat. Proud to bursting.”“It is kind of you to say so, Uncle…and yet I find that as

time presses on, I remember less and less of father. Indeed, most of what I know of him is from

retellings, not from time I spent with him. In that regard, all I have are vague recollections.

There is a lake on the estate, inland from the coast, up in the mountains, pure, cold. We used

to go there when he was home on leave. I remember swimming in the early mornings, the sun

just rising over the western peaks, the water so cold it nearly took my breath away. It is a

pleasant memory, but it seems all too little when so much else is gone.”“I have many memories

of your father as well, Katrine. There has been no one I called brother with more sincerity than

your father, though we shared neither mother nor father. To this day I’m grateful to have had

such a friend for much of my life.”“You miss him terribly, don’t you, Uncle? Even after so many

years?”“Our way is hard, Kat. Yet, it is the way. But you’re right…not a day goes by I don’t think

of Lucius, or remember some adventure we shared.” Vennius stared down at his desk for a few

seconds, silent.“I sense more than sadness about the past in your words, Uncle.” Kat lowered

her head, drew the commander’s eyes up with her own.“I’ve never been able to hide anything

from you, my dear Kat.”“What is it, Uncle? Are you unwell?”Vennius laughed softly. “Long life

runs in my family, and the multitude of enemies I’ve faced have failed to put me down. I fear

that my destiny is to survive to dotage.”“Then what?” Kat’s voice was soft, her concern

evident.“I have orders for you, Kat.”She sat unmoving, holding his gaze. “Orders you disagree

with?” A pause. “Dangerous orders?”“Both, though it’s dangerous to say so. This assignment

comes directly from the Council, and it’s signed by the Imperatrix herself.”Kat could feel the

tension building inside her. It wasn’t the exalted source of the assignment as much as the

discomfort she could see in Vennius’s expression. She sat silently, waiting for him to continue.
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Michael Gallagher, “Excellent Start to a New Series. If you have enjoyed Jay Allan’s other

series, this new one has a lot of similarities as well as some big differences. The similarities

are a military conflict in the far future with a space navy and marine focus – that’s about it. The

big difference is the scenes are really focused on the leaders of the two opposing captains of

space battleships, and the trials and tribulations each are facing as well as the individual

sacrifices the individual spacers and marines are making in order to win the battle. There is a

lot of reflection in here, which to me has the best-developed character set the author has in any

of his series and I think it’s the best novel of Allan’s I’ve read: I am ready for the next episode in

the series.I picked this up during a Kindle promotion for just 99 cents vs. its normal pricing of

$4.99: I certainly received more than $4.99 worth of entertainment value out of this one. If you

like military fiction with a bit of a futuristic plot to it, I would highly recommend this one.”

JJCEO, “This is a very good military Sci-Fi story filled with action. I enjoyed it!. War is coming

to a region of the galaxy. Mankind has proven to be its own worst enemy. Earth fell centuries

ago along with most of the human inhabited galaxy. As planets were destroyed or their

inhabitants lost the battle their civilization degraded into chaos and the dark ages.Three distant

regions of human controlled space have survived and still have most of the ancient

technologies and the ability of faster than light travel. Vast regions of space are controlled by

three different federations. The Alliance, the Confederation and the Union covet each other's

property, technology, and wealth. Commander TylerBarron of the Confederation war ship

Dauntless has his ship docked for needed overhaul when a massive warship from the Alliance

is sent in to start a war.The Alliance ship is Captained by the finest warrior of the Alliance fleet

in the largest and most advanced ship of the fleet. They are to make a foothold in

Confederation space prior to a full invasion taking place. A young Captain Barron and his crew

are all that stand in the way of a war and the loss of millions of lives. Can Tyler Barron live up to

the reputation of his family’s heroic name or will he fail and cause the downfall of the

Confederation……This is an excellent story that involves a lot of strategy and warfare. It

includes battles in space and on a planet’s surface. I enjoyed the military combat and the

interaction between the two skilled Captains of their respective vessels. The book starts slowly

as the background for the situation between the three governments is explained as well as the

background of the main characters and their training.I found the book to get better as I read

along and the intensity and action of the storyline just kept building. I liked this book a lot and I

look forward to future releases in the series. I have read almost all, if not all, of the books

written by Jay Allan and he has become one of my favorite authors of military Sci-Fi. I picked

this book up for 99 cents when it was first released as a promotion and I am glad that I did.This

is an excellent story and I recommend it to you!”

Gaden, “A very heavy thoughtful space opera. I really dont want to like this book. It is too dark,

too tense, too emotional and too heavy. It is too real.I want a hero that triumph over the odds.

To use the latest gimmick to kill all the bad guys. I want a clear victory, that while might hard,

was never in question. And for that matter, I want an enemy that is clearly bad and evil.I did not



get all the above in this book. The title says it all. The story is a Duel in the Dark, where men

and women of 2 different factions, with their own code of honour and believes, give their blood

on the stars.While I did not get a fun space opera, I got one that will stick with me for some

time. That I will always remember as a really passionate good thoughtful read.”

G. Kent, “Good but can drag a bit. A piece of above average military SF, set in a far distant

future several hundred years After Cataclysm when an Earth based civilisation collapsed under

repeated wars and perhaps other catastrophes - the history left to the protagonists is very

limited. The hero is a Captain in the Confederation Navy, grandson of a hero who won an

earlier war with the Union (which is basically Stalinist). The Confederation is a fairly corrupt and

to a considerable extent brutal corporate capitalist democracy. The 3rd power the Alliance is a

sort of Sparta like expansionist military state.The action is good, but there is a general feeling

that it's all a bit of a Weber rip off. The Union's leadership and ships all have French names.

The Confederation Navy is a bit like the RN. All rather reminiscent of Manticore/Haven.I

picked much of the series up at good cheap Kindle prices. Well worth 99p, willing to go up to

£2.99, but not sure beyond that, especially as the battle sequences, which are at the core of

each book, are pretty repetitive.”

The book by Jay Allan has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 1,463 people have provided feedback.
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